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● The path integral quantization requires the use of

Grassmann variables. Commuting fields model bosons

whereas anticommuting fields model fermions.

● Supersymmetry (SUSY) posits an equivalence between 

bosons and fermions, superspace provides a natural

realization of this symmetry.

● There are physical reasons for using infinitely generated 

supernumbers. The approach we follow was pioneered

by Alice Rogers. 

● Our goal is to survey the program of geometric

supermathematics. Along the way we will find how to 

construct certain infinite dimensional Lie algebras.

Motivations and Overview 



●Grassmann generators anticommute,

●Supernumbers are built with Grassmanns

● ΛΛΛΛ is the set of supernumbers with finite norm



●Supernumbers break into even/odd parts;

● ΛΛΛΛ - valued variables are Grassmann variables. 

●Flat superspace of dimension (p|q) provides p-commuting 

Grassmann variables and q-anticommuting variables



Supersmooth functions

●Superspace is a Banach space thus one can consider

Frechet derivatives and smooth functions. 

●A function which is smooth and satisfies an additional

linearity condition which respects the (p|q) structure is

said to be supersmooth. A function is G1 if



An example of super calculus

● Odd derivatives anticommute with odd functions.
Moreover odd derivatives change the parity of the
function while even derivatives do not.

●The function below is said to be “even” since its range

lies in the even supernumbers, it has “parity” zero.



G Supermanifold

M

VU

supersmooth

● A (p|q) dimensional supermanifold M is   

locally       , it has an atlas of G
¶

charts



G Super Lie Group

● A supermanifold       which is also group with G
operations is a super Lie group.

exp

0

e

● No coordinate basis for

● Tangent Module at e is

● even: 

● odd: 



Why exp only works for even objects

● We must input even objects into exp.

The even part of the tangent module

is identified with the underlying Banach

Lie algebra. The exponential is defined

in terms of a flow on a Banach Lie Group.



- Graded Lie Algebras



Graded Lie Algebra of Matrices

● Matrices in gl(m|n,K) form a graded vector space,

● Matrix multiplication is a graded multiplication,

● In fact these form a graded-Lie algebra with respect to the

graded bracket defined below,



●Z2 - graded Lie algebras are sometimes called Super Lie 

algebras. However, we reserve the term for algebras built over 

the supernumbers. Much more is known in the graded case.

Super Lie Algebra



Super Lie Algebra of Matrices

● Each supernumber splits  z = zc + za thus

● Super matrix multiplication is a graded multiplication,

● In fact these form a super Lie algebra with respect to the

graded bracket defined below,



Creating Super Lie Algebras from Graded Algebras

●



An application of the graded Ado’s Theorem



● This construction gives a topological foundation to some 

of the supergroups found in supersymmetric physics.

Supergroups corresponding to graded algebras
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